Traditionally, psychophysical data has been predicted either by constructing models of the peripheral auditory system or by using signal detection theory. The resulting theoretical detection performance is often substantially greater than experimental results and this discrepancy has been explained by adding '[internal noise" to the system. An integrated approach combining both a physiologically-based auditory model and clwsical signal detection theory has been shown to produce more accurate predictions of experimental data (1). The work presented here investigates the impact of ph~e uncertainty and multiple channel integration on predicted detection performance.
INTRODUCTION
One of the bwic objectives of auditory research is to gain a better understanding of both the physiology of, and the signal processing performed by the human auditory system. One method for doing this is to use data from psychoacoustic experiments to develop hypotheses relating physiological mechanisms of the human auditory system to the detection performance of a human listener. To verify and test these hypotheses, attempts have been made to predict this same data either by constructing models of the peripheral auditory system or by using signal detection theory. Each approach, individually, has advantages and limitations. Unfortunately, neither has achieved the desired goal of accurately and consistently predicting psychophysical data nor have they been able to explain discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results in physiological terms.
Traditional
modeling or signal detection theory-based approaches have been primarily concerned either with correctly modeling the underlying distributions of the auditory signals or with incorporating the known physiological limitations of the auditory system. A more comprehensive approach has been developed which integrates the Auditory Image Model (AIM), a physiologically-b~ed auditory model designed by Patterson and his colleagues (2), and signal detection precepts. This method enables the response distributions at three stages in the auditory system to be determined.
This information can then be incorporated into the detector for that stage rather than making the more common Gaussian assumption.
Previous research has shown that this integrated approach yields more accurate predictions than traditional methods (1). However, some discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results still exists, One hypothesis is that phase uncertainty may exist in the auditory system. This hypothesis is tested by incorporating phase uncertainty into the detectors derived at each stage of AIM and comparing the results both to processors that wsurne a known phase and to experimental data.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The specific t~k chosen to evaluate the different approaches was that of detecting a 500 Hz sinusoid in broadband, uncorrelated, Gaussian noise. The signal intensity W= chosen such that E/N. = 14 and the phase of the input signal was fixed at zero degrees. The model-independent methods were evaluated by generating many realizations of the noise alone and the tone-in-noise and applying each processor to the data. To derive the appropriate processor for the integrated method, many realizations of the input signal under each hypothesis were propagated through AIM to the desired stage. Histograms of the response data were formed and used to determine the "optimal" processor.
Due to computational considerations, some simplifying assumptions (such m assuming that the responses were uncorrelated across time) were made. .At each stage of the model, two processors were derived: one which assumed the signal phase w= known and equal to zero, and the other which assumed the ph~e was unknown, but uniformly distributed between zero and 360°. For those processors that incorporated phase uncertainty, the likelihood ratio was determined to have the form:
(1) e e P(xIHo) e where, if the underlying distributions are resumed to be Gaussian with equal variances,
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Watson and his colleagues used a 36-point rating method to determine the average detectability index, d., and the average slope of the ROC curve on normal-normal axes, an/a~n, for a fixed-interval-observation masking experiment (3) . The parameters of their experiment were similar to those used in our simulations. The results presented below were generated using only the response data from the single "channel" of ATNI with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. This was done because for the particular t~k chosen for evaluation, integrating across multiple channels does not significantly change the results. Table I summarizes the theoretical predictions made both by traditional approaches and the integrated approach and compares them to the experimental measurements.
Of the three processors applied to the signals outside the ear, the energy-detector yields the closest prediction in terms of d~. However, the two classical signal detection theory methods have merit m well. Under the SKE~sumption, an upper bound can be determined.
Incorporating phase uncertainty, as in the SKEP case, decremes the measure of d. and, perhaps more importantly, reduces the slope such that it is the closest of these three methods to the experimental value of 0.82.
The table also quantifies the performance of the integrated method at each stage of the auditory model under both the known and the uncertain phase assumptions.
In terms of the detectability index, incorporating phase uncertainty not only results in better predictions at each stage than assuming a known ph~e, but it also yields better predictions than any of the traditional processors applied outside the ear. In addition, the ratio of the variances after all three stages is very close to the experimentally obtained value. 
